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CHAPTER 1 
A BRIEF SKETCH OF NEGRO HISTORY 
The Problems Arising from the Importation of Negroes to America 
It seems unreasonable to attempt to formulate a guidance procedure 
for the Negro without at least a cursory look at that which has been his lot 
up to the present, with primary reference to the educational aspect. This 
insertion is not intended as a detailed analysis of his history, but rather 
to offer a historical foundation. 
"Africa became irretrievably lost; yet this loss, paradoxically, 
opened the way through the enforced denial of Africa; for the acceptance 
of America. This fact is basic to an under standing of the history of the 
American Negro; it is especially pertinent in the story of both his larger 
and his academic education. " 1 
Because the Negro was not allowed to bring with him his African 
ways and customs, and because he could obviously not return, it is not 
difficult to perceive why Africa did become irretrievably lost. Add to 
1v. A. Clift, Negro Education in America (Yearbook of the John 
Dewey Society, XVI; New York: Harper, 1962), p. 29. 
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this loss the inability to become integrated into the American culture, 
and it is easy to see the pitiful lot which has been that of the American 
Negro. 
''The tragic beauty of Negro spirituals or the brilliant artistry 
of Negro jazz came to represent a spiritual and emotional flight from 
reality. There was simply no other place than the new home for the 
Negro to turn -- unless possibly to a spiritual home in heaven where he 
could, even as a slave or caste member in a Christian society, figura-
tively lay his burden down. Herein lies the paradox of the American 
Negro 1 s life: a historic devotion, allegiance, and loyalty to America in 
spite of the intense harshness with which he was often treated. 11 2 
"It may be seen that conformity made an early appearance in 
Negro history, remaining a dominant characteristic even when non-
conforming ideologies prevailed within the larger American scene. And 
conformity left its marks. In the~ place, its inertia flavored Negro 
history with traces of skepticism. In the second place, anti-intellectualism 
became a corollary to conformity. 11 
"For the Negro, either the expression or experience of conformity 
or radicalism carried the onus of being 11 smart," that is, of purporting 
to know and to be intelligent when the social order generally demanded 
and expected a show of ignorance and inferiority on the part of the Negro. 
2Ibid. 
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Anti-intellectualism became a device to crush the democratic spirit of 
freedom along with any shred of elemental human dignity during the period 
of slavery. It remained a strong force, subsequently, against the pursuit 
of truth and democracy after the political collapse of the slave regime. 
Both the larger and the academic education of the Negro have thus con-
fronted the dilemma of conformity and anti-intellectualism on one hand, 
and democratic philosophies for the Negro's right to the pursuit of know-
ledge and freedom on the other. 11 
11 Most of the slaves in the English colonies on the mainland arrived 
during the eighteenth century, notably between the time of the Spanish 
Asiento and the end of the American Revolution. Either by importation 
or natural increase the number had reached 700, OOO in 1790, when the 
first census was taken in the United States. The number had tripled in 
the thirty-five years since 1755. This was an important demographic 
factor in early American life. 11 
''There were also economic factors. Slave labor was basic to the 
tobacco economy of colonial Virginia and Maryland. As the decline of 
tobacco kingdoms of Virginia and Maryland gave way to the rise of the 
cotton kingdom of the Lower South, slave labor once again became a 
principal factor in the economy of America. On the plantation, however, 
the Negro was exposed to the first great educating influence of the Ameri-
can environment. 11 3 
3Ibid., p. 30. 
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The Americanization of the Negro 
"There were, of course, cultural factors, with the greatest 
spiritual influence coming through Christianity. At the beginning of the 
eighteenth century a great question to appear was this: Should slaves 
be Christianized and, if so, would their status be changed? This question 
posed one of the first great moral dilemmas in American life, projecting 
significant overtones into the course of American history. Christian 
theory, of course, held that all men were equal in the sight of God and 
brothers under his fatherhood. This ideal did not sanction slavery. But, 
on the other hand, hardheaded merchants, who desired to continue their 
lucrative profits from the slave trade, and slave owners were reluctant 
to give up their property. So most religious groups in America sanctioned 
slavery, while at the same time endorsing policies of Christianization. 
Such policies were likewise endorsed by the Crown, which ruled that the 
conversion of slaves would not change their status. In fact, Royal gover-
nors to the American colonies were instructed to aid in the conversion of 
slaves. Many slave owners opposed this effort, believing that Christianity 
would eventually mean freeing the slaves. Fortunately, in terms of the 
course history took, the slave owners did not prevail and the slaves were 
Christianized. With it came their first exposure to education. Amen! 
The ''door" was unlocked. 114 
4 Ibid., p. 32. 
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"Regardless of the pros and cons of Reconstruction, echoed even 
today in sound historical scholarship, the period opened a way for greater 
Americanization of the Negro. With the barriers of slavery finally destroyed, 
the Negro could now begin, however slowly, to integrate into the American 
culture. This is shown in the introduction and support of organized educa-
. tion for Negroes in the generation following Lee 1 s surrender at Appomatox. 
The older antebellum idea that any Negro education was questionable gave 
way to the newer idea that the Negro might be educated, even at nominal 
public expense, if his education remained under control of persons who 
would not permit the system to endanger white supremacy or allow the 
Negro to for get his "place. 11 The newer idea, then, arising in the post-
bellum period, while it gave sanction to the acceptance of Negro education, 
left a margin of doubt as to the extent and quality of the program. ,,5 
The Educational Compromise 
"We are now to the point where education of the Negro is recognized. 
However, it is an education conceived as separate from the education of 
Caucasions. The Morill Act of 1890, providing for financial equality, 
also gave strength to the "separate but equal" doctrine. 11 6 
11 The period of Reconstruction had established the significant 
5Ibid., p. 38. 
6rbid., p. 46. 
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principle, however it may have been circumvented, that Negroes were 
entitled to be educated as free men. But the principle was surrendered 
during the period of the New South, when many influential Southern leaders 
were determined to keep the Negro "in his place;" this resulted in keeping 
him politically inarticulate and disenfranchised as in anti-bellum days, 
while offering a modicum of education as a compromise. The surrender 
may well be called the "Atlanta Compromise, 11 since it was at the Atlanta 
Cotton States and International Exposition in 1895 that Booker T. Washington, 
in a memorable speech, gave persuasive sanction to the course of Southern 
sectionalism in the New South and the role assigned therein to the Negro. 11 
"Pragmatic and realistic, like many of his slave predecessors, 
Washington skillfully gauged the temper of his times and concluded that a 
program of cooperation (and possibly conformity) was likely to bring the 
Negro the highest utilitarian success and the greatest personal security 
and safety. His plea was that the Negro, a loyal Southerner, deserved a 
place of recognition in the rising progress of the South. Looking upon 
questions of social equality as the 1extremist folly, t he advised Southern 
Negroes to 1Cast down your buckets where you are, 1 educating the thead, 
hand, and heart1 through 1 the shop, the field, the skilled hand, habits of 
thrift, and economy, 1 by way of the industrial school and college. It was 
not at all difficult for the Negro to go along with a compromise to abate 
rather than engender racial conflict. 11 7 
7Ibid., p. 50. 
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"Endorsement of the Compromise was also written into law. In 
the year after Washingtonrs Atlanta speech, the Supreme Court, in the 
case of Plessy v. Ferguson, gave sanction to both the theory and practice 
of segregation if accomodations were equal. 11 8 
11 0pposition to the Compromise came most forcefully and intelli-
gently from W. E. B. Du Bois, an intellect and idealist. He led the 
11 Niagara Movement, 11 the spiritual ancestor of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People, making known his stand in a set 
of publicly announced resolutions in Atlanta, August, 1906. 11 
11 We want full manhood suffrage, and we want it now, henceforth 
and forever. Second: We want discrimination in public accomodations 
to cease .••• Third: We claim the right of free men to walk, talk, and 
be with them that wish to be with us •••• Fourth: We want the laws en-
forced against rich as well as poor; against Capitalist as well as Labor er; 
against white as well as black •••• Fifth: We want our children educa-
ted •••• And we call for education meaning real education. We believe 
in work. We ourselves are workers, but work is not necessarily educa-
tion. Education is the development of power and ideal. 11 
11After Washington1 s death in 1915, there was a great migration 
of Negroes from the farm to Southern and Northern cities. Needless to 
say, the heralded industrial education of the Compromise -- an education 
8Ibid., p. 21. 
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far removed from the realities of labor unionism, the factory system, 
mass production, and corporate enterprise -- had not even remotely pre-
pared the migrant peasants to live in the machine age of the twentieth 
century. 119 
The Changes in Education for Negroes between World War I 
and World War II 
Profound changes took place in both the academic and the larger 
education of the Negro between World War I and World War II. In brief 
these were: 
1. A significant establishment of Negro public high schools, 
a development that was pronounced in large urban areas, 
both North and South. Sometimes the establishment was 
made from schools already in existence at the elementary 
level. 
2. Enormous increases in both the relative and actual sizes 
of the enrollment, supply of teacher, number of graduates, 
and capital outlay. There were programs of consolidation, 
new curricula, and many changes suggested by general 
American patterns and trends in elementary and secondary 
education. 
3. Similar changes at the college level. Many Negro colleges 
dropped their high school programs; some added graduate 
instruction. Many Degree-conscious Negroes graduated 
in ever-increasing numbers from Negro and Northern col-
leges. Regional accrediting agencies added more and more 
Negro colleges to their lists. 
4. State supported land grant institutions surpassed the private 
Negro colleges in enrollment and financial support. The need 
9Ibid., p. 53. 
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thus arose for the United Negro College Fund. 
5. Negro education was subjected to the scrutiny of the 
scholar. Following the lead of study in Negro history, 
studies in Negro education appeared regularly in the 
Journal of Negro Education, first published in 1932. 
Moreover, many federal, state, and local surveys 
were conducted and a great deal of independent research 
was initiated. 
6. Some studies pointed out conditions in academic education 
in comparison with existing American standards and ob-
jectives. Others noted the appalling gap between educa-
tion for Negroes and whites, the predominance of teacher 
training in Negro colleges, the lack of democracy in the 
administration of Negro colleges and schools. One serious 
student, for example, listed exactly 364 problems that con-
fronted the Negro college, the most outstanding being the 
need of the Negro college to shift its "general administrative 
policy and practices from the autocratic and authoritarian 
(however benevolent) to something nearly approximating 
democracy. 
7. The most profound change was the quest for equality. In 
great part this quest was conducted quietly and diplomatically, 
though forcefully, by Negro teachers and their former stu-
dents, even within a segregated system controlled mainly by 
whites. 
11 Cases which served to break down the segregated school system were 
many. Most important were perhaps the Donald Gaines Murray case in 1935; 
the Lloyd Lionel Gaines case in 1938; and, of course, the Supreme Court 
decision of 1954 which held that the 1separate but equal1 doctrine was un-
constitutional. 11 l0 
l Olbid., p. 54. 
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Summary of Improvements in Education for Negroes 
The historic steps in the process, applicable to the Negro 1 s aca-
demic education as well, may be summarized as follows: 
1. The early decision to give Christian instruction to slaves; 
the decision was acted upon despite opposition. 
2. The instruction of Negroes through religious, civic, and 
benevolent groups, both before and after manumission. 
3. The restraints placed upon the Negro and his education 
by the slave power of the cotton South, notably after 
Nat Turner 1 s insurrection. 
4. The right of Negroes to be educated as free men, estab-
lished after the military and political collapse of the 
slave power in the South. 
5. The religious and Northern influence in the establishment 
and support of Negro institutions during and following the 
period of Reconstruction. 
6. The program of industrial education as symbolized and 
popularized by Booker T. Washington in the Atlanta 
Compromise. 
7. The advent of public support, premised somewhat upon 
the principles of the Compromise, wherein segregated 
institutions and systems eventually flourished and ex-
panded, notably by the time of World War II, under the 
legal fiction of 11 separate but equal. 11 
8. The legal protest of the 11new 11 Negro, determined 
either to rn.ake the legal fiction of 11 separate but equal 11 
rnore nearly a reality or to replace the fiction altogether 
with integrated schools. The result, of course, was the 
May 1 7, 1954, decision of the Supreme Court against 
segregation. 
"It may be seen that in each step there was, on one hand, the question 
of the existence of American ideals; while on the other hand, there was the 
-11-
question of the existence of specific situations in which the ideals were 
in some part, if not fully, denied. Herein lies the historic moral dilemma 
surrounding the existence of the Negro in American life. irl 1 
llibid., pp. 57-58. 
CHAPTER II 
EFFECTS OF HISTORICAL PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION 
IN AMERICA 
The Loss of a Culture 
The Negro 1 s very existence in a climate of degradation, discrimi-
nation and hostility has certainly left its mark, a mark not easily eradicated. 
The following is an attempt to explain the mark, in cultural terms, which 
such a cruel history has left. For certainly without it, it would be nearly 
impossible to understand the "Negro personality" which so often baffles 
guidance personnel, and, which is of such prime significance. Perhaps 
from it one might gain some of the insight into the Negro personality which 
is so vital to achieving empathy, generally recognized as axiomatic to the 
counseling process. 
11 In this process of exploitation, the original African culture of 
American slaves was smashed. It is thus not possible to explain the 
characteristics of the American Negro sub-culture as it now exists on the 
basis of an evolutionary development of his previous way of life, but only 
as an adaptive reaction to those aspects of the American culture which were 
-12-
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literally forced upon him. 11 12 According to Frazier, "the American 
Negro shows less evidence of 'survival' from his previous culture than 
any other groups of Negroes in the new World. 11 13 
According to Kardinger and Ovesey, 11the major effects on the 
Negro slave of being a slave include a loss of his self-esteem the destruc-
tion of his culture, and the forced adoption of foreign, that is, American, 
culture traits. The unity of the family was destroyed to facilitate the 
buying and selling of individual slaves. JJ 14 Karon says, 11Women assumed 
the central role in the slave culture; this relative enhancement of the 
woman's status was due to her value as mammy to the white children and 
as a sex object for white men. 11 This familial characteristic is still very 
much in evidence. 11 The possibility of close social interrelationships among 
Negroes was eliminated by their inability to have any culture of their own. 
The master was idealized, but this idealized master was hated as well as 
revered. These mixed feelings necessarily led to deep-seated conflicts 
in the Negro personality. 11 The matriarchal family orientation is further 
supported by another reality of the Negro's history. 11ln the days of slavery, 
the mother - child bond was allowed to develop, while the father - child bond 
was discouraged. More important is the prevalence of illegitimacy and 
12Bertram P. Karon, The Negro Personality (New York: Springer 
Publishing Company, 1958), p. 32. 
13E. F. Frazier, The Negro in the United States {New York: Mac-
Millan, 1949}, pp. 3-21. 
14A. Kardiner and L. Ovesey, The Mark of Oppression (New York: 
Norton, 1951), p. 47. 
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desertion among American Negroes, either of which necessarily leads 
to a family headed by the mother. 11 15 
The historic sanctions against the Negro help one to gain insight. 
Inadequate training, job discrimination, poor housing, and an absence of 
credit extension have all played significant roles in producing the illiterate, 
poor Negro who lives in his notorious ghetto. With such a history of in-
humane treatment, it is not difficult to understand apathy toward self-
improvement. Even when self-improvement was sought, the doors were 
closed. Such observations must certainly force the guidance counselor 
to exercise rnuch empathy in trying to understand an often tirnes repulsive 
figure. 
The Disentegration of the Family 
It should be recognized that, ''the lack of a stable family life means 
a lack of continuity, of tradition, of 1roots 1 for the individual. Somewhere 
between one-third to one-fourth of Negro families have no man at the head 
of the family. Since the discipline and authority of a father are rnissing in 
the lives of the children, process, usual in our culture, of little boys learn-
ing to grow into men by identifying with their fathers as strong figures is 
forestalled. itl6 As Woronoff points out, 1 'The husband, if present, is often 
15Karon, p. 32. 
16Ibid., p. 33. 
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an ineffective family leader. The boy growing up in a Negro family frequently 
perceives his father as a person with a low-status job, who is regarded with 
indifference or varying degrees of hostility by members of the out-group. In 
short, the lower-class Negro adult male is seldom regarded as a worthwhile 
masculine model for the boy to emulate. 11 
"This problem of identification with a sound male model is of the ut-
most importance to a male youngster. Emotionally, the boy who grows up 
surrounded and dominated by women readily develops a sense of role con-
fusion which is often crippling. Moreover, he is often attracted to women who 
will take over for him, doing the tasks men are supposed to do, thus increas -
ing his feelings of inadequacy and placing him in the position of acting as a 
poor model for his own children to emulate. The cycle unfortunately repeats 
itself many times over. 11 17 
Edwards sheds further light on the current status of marriage and 
family life among Negroes. He says, 11 The single most important fact ob-
served is that non-whites became more highly urban during the decade, thus 
continuing a trend set in motion on a large scale a half century ago. Seventy-
five per cent of all non-white families are found in urban places as compared 
with seventy per cent of white families. Only 6. 5 per cent of all non-white 
families remain remain in rural areas (comparable percentage of white 
families, 7. 4 per cent). Migration out of the South continued for non-white 
units. 11 
171. Woronoff, "Negro Male Identification Problems and the Education 
Process, 11 Journal Educational Sociology, XXXVI, (September, 1962}, p. 30. 
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"While non-white families were 9.4 per cent of all families they 
were only 7. 9 per cent of families with both husband and wife present in 
the home. On the other hand, they represented 21. 0 per cent of all families 
with a female head. The large number of family units headed by a female 
indicates the persistence of many of the characteristics observed for non-
white units during earlier periods. 11 
"The proportion of non-white units broken by separation, divorce, 
and death remained high in 1960, and the difference between white and non-
white 1broken 1 units was larger in 1960 than in 1950. The birth rate of non-
whites remained high in the 1950 1 s and the difference in white and non-white 
fertility ratios was broadened during the period. The average family size 
of non-whites remained considerably larger than that of whites in each type 
of area." 
"The present status of non-white family life has an important bearing 
on the prospects and life chances of the non-white child. In general, there 
is a greater probability that he will enjoy less economic and em.otional sup-
port than the white child as he attempts to reach the objectives set for mem-
bers of the society. In many cases, owing to the negating influences of family 
life, the objectives to which non-white children aspire will not be very high.1118 
As Karon concludes, 111£ the children cannot learn their standards of 
behavior at home or in school, where do they learn their standards? They 
18G. F. Edwards, "Marriage and Family Life Among Negroes, 11 
Journal Negro Education, XXXII (Fall, 1963}, p. 464. 
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learn them in the streets. They are the only standards which are presented 
to them consistently and which seem obviously related to their way of life. 
Since disorganized families tend to be concentrated in the least desirable 
sections of any city, the codes of conduct that are offered to the child by 
the street corner gang are likely to be at best socially disapproved, and 
at worst blatantly antisocial. 11 
11 Thus the social and economic pressures in the community fuse with 
disorganization within the family to create a marked sense of irresponsibility 
in such Negro youth. It is not surprising that many of the criminals and 
juvenile delinquents of our cities spring from disrupted backgrounds such as 
these. 1119 
19 Karon, p. 33. 
CHAPTER III 
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AMONG NEGROES 
IN THE UNITED STATES 
Introduction 
During the course of his duties, the guidance counselor will surmise 
a greater incidence of delinquency or quasi-delinquency among his Negro 
clientel, relatively speaking. For this reason, if none other, it would 
seem that some discussion on this critical situation would be in order. 
What ensues is such a discussion. Obviously the field of juvenile delinquency 
is an area of major concern and one in which there has been a great deal 
written. This insertion is intended to provide some insight into the area. 
It is not, however, intended as a detailed analysis. 
According to Thompson, "Despite the lack of precise knowledge con-
cerning the cause or causes of juvenile delinquency, we do know that it is a 
product of personal and social disorganization involving personality attributes 
and character traits, primary group relationships, and community influences." 
"Such limited statistics as we have seem to indicate that proportionately: 
boys are four to five times as delinquent as girls; the apparent crime rate among 
lower-class groups is one-half to one-and-a-half times higher than in upper-
-18-
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and middle-class groups; and the apparent rate of criminal behavior among 
Negroes is one-and-a-half to two-and-a-half times as high as that of the 
population as a whole. rr20 These are, of course, statistics and certainly 
they do not give us too much with which to work. What ensues is a more 
detailed analysis directed at some of the causal factors and the general area 
of delinquency its elf. 
The Nature of the Problem of Juvenile Delinquency in the 
United States 
In his approach to the delinquents, Kvaraceus cautions us that 
delinquent behavior "may be close to 1standard 1 or even 1demanded behavior 1 
when viewed from the youngster 1 s own primary reference group. For ex-
ample, in street corner society playing cards for money, shooting craps, 
drinking, truanting from school, swearing, and staying out all night, may 
represent status and prestige-achieving conduct within street corner milieu 
although all of these acts may violate the rules and regulations of the legal-
societal system. 11 
''In understanding the delinquent 1 s behavior and in assisting him in 
buying and living by the legal-societal rule book, professional and lay workers 
will need to be aware of the delinquent 1 s primary reference group, the inter -
20c. H. Thompson, 11 Juvenile Delinquency Among Negroes in the 
United States, 11 Journal Negro Education, XXVIII (Summer, 1959), p. 188. 
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play of forces within this milieu, and finally how the child can be weaned 
from his rule book and helped to adopt the code of conduct of another reference 
group. 1121 It is rather obvious that, in view of the preceeding, the delinquent 
is confronted with conflicting standards and mores. Of major consequence 
is getting the youngster to identify with the rules and regulations of society 
in the main. This is no small task and will demand much of the counselor. 
Negro Family Disorganization and Juvenile Delinquency 
To be sure, the family is very instrumental in forging the personality and 
character of the youngster as he grows and develops. To what extent does the 
disorganized n.ature of so many Negro families contribute to juvenile delinquency? 
In response to this question Cc..va concluded: 
1. Lower- (and especially lower-lower} class culture permits 
and regards as natural and normal such things as poverty, 
dependence of the family on relief agencies, minor dis-
honesties, free sex relations, illegitimate children, and 
physical combat within the family. The situations are often 
marginal to delinquency and may lead to arrest. Children 
reared in lower-class families accept these conditions as 
normal. 
2. Rates of arrests of juveniles and adults are higher in the 
lower classes than in middle and upper classes. 
3. A much larger proportion of Negro than of white families 
have lower-class status, a condition found to be true in a 
Northern city, a Southern city, and Southern rural areas. 
Hence the rates of delinquency can be expected to be higher 
among Negroes than among whites as a result of this class 
distribution. 
21William C. Kvaraceus, 11 The Nature of the Problem of Juvenile 
Delinquency in the United States, 11 Journal Negro Education, XXVIII 
(Summer , 195 9), 1 9 2 . 
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4. Certain family relationships found associated with 
delinquency are more prevalent among Negro than 
among white delinquents. These include broken homes, 
incomplete families occasioned by failure of parents to 
marry, absence of the father and organization of the 
family around the mother as the central figure, in-
stability of family constellation, and employment of 
the mother. The adult models with which lower -
class Negro children, and especially delinquent 
children, are familiar emphasize the necessity of the 
mother to look out for herself and her children, the 
irresponsible, transient father, and the low status 
of marriage. 
5. Personal parental characteristics found to be associ-
ated with delinquency among both whites and Negroes 
are indifference and hostility, unfair discipline by the 
father, lack of adequate supervision by the mother, 
lack of sympathy and kindness, and disunity of the 
family. These characteristics distinguish the families 
of delinquents from the families of nondelinquents with-
in the same lower-class communities, where the general 
lower-class culture would be the same for all. 
6. Delinquency prone children tend to develop a concept 
of themselves as deviants and of their families as be-
low the average; the parents for their part conceive of 
their sons as potential delinquents and of their families 
as in some respects unsatisfactory. The research under-
lying these statements was carried out on white boys but 
the findings seem applicable to Negroes as well. 
"In conclusion, it seems that Negro delinquents originate in the same 
types of families as white delinquents, but that unfavorable conditions are 
much more frequently found in the families of Negro delinquents. 1122 
22Ruth S. Cava, "Negro Family Disorganization and Juvenile 
Delinquency, 11 Journal Negro Education, XXVIII (Summer, 1959}, 238-239. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE RELATIVE EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME OF 
AMERICAN NEGROES 
Introduction 
It is true that man does not live by breJJ alone. However, it is 
equally true that economics does play a significant role in the life experiences 
of an individual. The following is a discussion of the economic realities of the 
Negro population overall, and some data on what the economic realities are 
confronting the young Negroes. 
11 Although the Emancipation Proclamation provided a release from 
bondage, it did not give to Negroes the opportunity for vertical mobility that 
would enable them to rise in the economic system. 11 23 
The Shift from Agricultural Occupations 
11 0n the whole, the non-white work force, of which the Negro con-
stitutes 93 per cent, has been growing in the same direction as the white 
23Walter G. Daniel, 11 The Relative Employment and Income of 
American Negroes, 11 Journal Negro Education, XXXII (Fall, 1963), 349-50. 
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labor force in the last decades, but the inequalities in employment status 
and income remain about the same. In 1900, about 90 per cent of the Negroes 
lived in the South, largely in rural areas. By 1960, only 60 per cent were 
still in the South and the majority of them were in towns and cities. This 
geographical movement has changed the Negro labor force from agricultural 
to industrial workers and means that there is a shift from unskilled to semi-
skilled and skilled occupations. It also means that Negro workers have closer 
association with the mass media and commercial values which control wishes, 
living standards, and the economic outlook of the American people. 11 
"In 1940, 41. 2 per cent of the non-white workers were in the agri-
cultural categories. By 1962 only 14 per cent were so classified, but the 
white workers had been reduced to 5 per cent of the population employed on 
the farm. 11 24 
The Major Labor Force Comparisons 
"Further shifts and differences in employment may be observed in 
constrasting ratios in various census occupational classifications. In 1940, 
three-fourths of the male non-white workers were classified as follows: 
laborers 20. 5 per cent; farmers 21. 3 per cent; farm laborers and foremen 
19. 9 per cent, and service workers 12. 7 per cent. By 1961 non-white males 
had their highest employment per cents as follows: operatives and kindred 
24Ibid. 
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workers 23. 7; la borers 21. 9 and service workers 14. 7. These percentages 
account for about three-fifths of their working force. These are order-
taking jobs. The result is that Negroes are over-represented in the bottom 
categories and under -represented in the higher status and compensated 
positions. For the two groups in which the non-white males have their highest 
relative employment (operatives and laborers), the 1970 projections forecase 
a decreased rate of growth." 
"There is another category in which the non-white males increased 
at a faster rate {131 per cent) than the whites (108 per cent}, namely the 
professional and technical group. A great inequality still exists, however, 
because of the base on which the figures are computed. In spite of a higher 
per cent of gain, as of 1960, 12. 3 per cent of the white males are in this 
category while only 4. 4 per cent non-white are so classified. Or in other 
words, in relation to their population ratios there are roughly three times 
as many white males as there are non-white males in professional and 
technical positions. 11 24 
Female Labor Force Comparisons 
11 Thus far, findings have been concerned with the male worker. What 
is the relative economic position of the female worker? Sociologists have 
continually described the dominant role of the female in the Negro family. 
24Ibid., p. 351. 
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On the plantation, she was an important figure in the master's household. 
In the years since emancipation, she has worked to supplement the family 
income and frequently has been the main financial support. In comparing 
the two groups, it has been found that more Negro women are gainfully em-
ployed than white women and that a greater number are heads of families. 
This employment is primarily as private-household and service workers. 
In 1960 these two occupational rubrics accounted for 55 per cent of the non-
white female workers but only 16. 5 per cent of the white female labor force." 
"Of all occupational categories, the largest per cent of the white 
female workers (32. 7) was employed as clerical and kindred workers. In 
this same classification only 8. 5 per cent of the Negro females were em-
ployed. In view of the fact that the Bureau of Labor predicts an increase 
in this occupational rubric so that it will account for 15. 9 per cent of the 
entire labor force by 1970, Negro female workers should prepare themselves 
for employment in this area." 
"These are three areas for which the Bureau of Labor predicts, by 
1970, increased per cents in relation to the total population. These are 
professional, technical and kindred, workers from 11. 2 to 13. 3, clerical 
from 14. 7 to 15. 9, and service workers from 12. 5 to 13. 8. Although their 
rate of growth in these classifications has been stepped up, Negroes are still 
not proportionately represented in these growing occupations and in the oppor-
tunity to achieve the economic security they deserve. 25 
25Ibid., p. 352. 
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Continued Occupational Inequality 
11It is safe to conclude that the relative position of Negroes in the 
occupational structure of the American economy has not improved. In 
order to reach economic equality, the rate of increase must be accelerated 
in the occupations that will become available in a soundly expanding national 
economy. 112 6 
Comparisons of Income Data 
11 0ne of the demonstrated ways by which Negroes have improved their 
status has been education. There is a correlation between education and in-
come but an astounding fact is that not only is there a racial differential but 
that the increase gap becomes wider as the amount of education increases. 
Quite consistently for both groups the completion of more years of formal 
schooling means greater lifetime earning, but just as consistently the earn-
ings are always lower for the non-whites, and the gap in earnings becomes 
wider as the highest grade completed ascends through the three main levels 
of elementary, secondary, and college education. 11 27 
The presentation of an overall picture and selected data regarding 
the relative economic position of Negroes in the United States may be sum-
marized as follows: 
26Ibid., pp. 352-354. 
2 7 Ibid. 
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1. Negroes have made progress in increasing their 
income and occupational classification. 
2. When compared with the white population, their 
economic position has not significantly changed in 
the last two decades. 
3. Negro families constitute the group with the lowest 
average income and the largest proportion who live 
at substandard and minirnum standard levels. 
4. As Negroes move from the agricultural to the non-
farm or industrial areas, their economic position im-
proves. 
5. As they move from the South to the North and West, 
their economic status improves and the gap between 
them and the white population narrows. 
6. The Negro population continues to have a higher 
rate of unemployment than the white and there are 
indications that the gap may widen unless specific 
action is taken to prevent such a development. 
7. On the whole, Negroes receive lower annual and 
lifetime earnings in the same occupations and with 
the same educational qualifications than white 
workers. 
8. Much of the progress that has been made has been 
as the result of a combination and use of a variety 
of influences and agencies. Efforts for improvement 
cannot be left to chance but must be planned and 
consciously executed. 
9. Further improvement in the economic status of 
Negroes and the attainment of economic parity will 
depend upon a soundly expanding national economy, 
increased provisions for vocational guidance and 
education, especially for higher level occupations, 
and wise leadership at the local, state and national 
level. 
10. To reach equality in the next decade, the efforts for 
improvement must be greatly accelerated. 28 
28Ibid., p. 357. 
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It is hoped that from_ the preceeding the reader might have a 
better grasp of the economic realities surrounding the Negro population 
today. From it one does not receive a picture that is cause for jubilation. 
Rather one sees a picture which is reason for great concern. Does such 
a description also apply to the Negro youths? Will they experience the 
same economic harshness? How can they overcome economic tragedy? 
The ensuing is a discussion of "Negro Youth and Employment Opportunities, 11 
by Amos and Perry. 
CHAPTER V 
NEGRO YOUTH AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Introduction 
"While Negroes make up one-tenth of the labor force, as well as one-
tenth of the population, they are one -fifth of the unemployed and one -fourth 
of the long-term unemployed. Unemployment of teenage Negroes is double 
that of white boys and girls. Even the Negro high school graduate has twice 
the rate of unemployment of the white graduate. The national overall average 
of unemployment for non-whites under 20 is 25 per cent compared with 14 per 
cent of white youth. 11 29 
Relationship of Unemployment to Education 
''Reasons for youth unemployment are complex, yet lately major 
public emphasis has seemed to focus on the incidence of school dropouts 
and the relationship of unemployment. There is deep concern, and rightly, 
over the lack of interest in school. among Negro boys and girls, a condition 
29William E. Amos and Jane Perry, "Negro Youth and Employment 
Opportunities," Journal Negro Education, XXXII (Fall, 1963), pp. 358-359. 
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contributing to an alarming school dropout rate, In comparative statistics 
on school leaving, we find that 62 per cent of white Americans have had 
some high school or college education; 40 per cent of Negroes have had 
similar schooling. While Negro high school enrollment has increased pro-
portionately more than white in recent years, there is still great disparity. 
Attendance figures of October 1961 show: 
Age 14 and 15 
Age 16 and 17 
Non-white 
95. 1 
76.8 
Whites 
98.0 
84.5 
The disparity in quality of the schooling cannot be calculated. 11 
"Facts brought out by the U. S. Commissioner of Education reflect 
the somber condition of 23. 5 per cent of the Negro population 25 years and 
older who have completed less than 5 years of school, which compares with 
6. 7 per cent of the white population. In Mississippi and Georgia nearly 
forty per cent of Negroes have had less than five years of school. The Com-
missioner points to the very human consequences as they are seen in the 
city of Chicago, where more than half the able-bodied relief recipients 
cannot pass fifth grade tests. With this inadequate framework of education 
so often the base of the Negro community, the matter of motivating boys 
and girls to stay in school, as their elders have not done, whatever the 
reason, is fraught with difficulty compounded on difficulty. 11 30 
30ibid., p. 360. 
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How the Present Situation Arose 
"The present imbalance between employment and earnings of non-
white and whites, while improving, has existed for many years, and for 
many reasons. Witness the many changes in the general living conditions 
of Americans in this century. When the Emancipation Proclamation was 
signed, the majority of Americans of all races were country people. And 
the majority of Negroes lived in the rural South. In 1960 only one-fourth of 
American Negroes still remained in the rural South. Translate this into 
terms of new home surroundings, city asphalt insteaci of green fields and 
woods for the children, new jobs for the parents, with many of these families 
thousands of miles away from the familiar farmlands, and it is not surprising 
that there are thousands of problems. Add to this mobility factor the boom 
in population, as true for non-whites as whites, and one sees the tentacles 
of trouble stretching into every corner of the country. 11 
''As the Negro moved from slavery to legal freedom, from an un-
lettered life to semi-literacy, and to higher education and intellectual plateaus, 
from rural to urban life, both North and South, the family pattern changed, 
shaping with this change the personalities and the future of Negro boys and girls. 
The career of any per son of any race actually begins in his earliest childhood. 
The home, the parents, the siblings, the physical surroundings, the climate of 
attitudes toward the world, and relationships with it, are all absorbed by the 
growing human. It would be belaboring the point and bemoaning the tragedy to 
more than mention here the struggle and strain Negro adults have encountered 
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in trying to live and bring up children. This is accentuated by the dis-
proportionate dominance of the mother and other female relatives, a handi-
cap caused by the absence of the father in a large number of Negro homes. 
When the mother herself must be absent at a job to support the family, the 
youngsters 1 formative years are consequently likely to be a succession of 
dreary, poverty-stricken days, each one a matter of chance, none looking 
toward a solid, bright tomorrow. Many Negro mothers, of course, cannot 
leave their children and go to work, and therefore are obliged to seek public 
assistance. In fact the figures show that 80 per cent of the children receiving 
public assistance are in fatherless homes, cared for by the mother." 
11It is no wonder that such a child does not know who he is or where 
he is going. He cannot see from the examples before him of his elders in 
poor-paying, frustrating dead-end jobs, anything to inspire him to attainment, 
either in school, probably his first encounter with organized time or discipline, 
or later in working for a living. Ambition is a flickering flame that is easy 
to put out unless there is constant watchfulness. When the chill draughts of 
neglect or discouragement blow out this flame, the Negro child cannot always 
be helped to light it again. His potential can never be realized, and indeed it 
would be hard to gauge what his potential might be. 11 32 
The Challenge 
"Yet if the blight of idle youth is to be removed from this land, the 
highest priority must be given to keeping them in school. Our swiftly changing 
32rbid., PP· 361-362. 
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technology requires more and more trained workers. The unskilled jobs 
of an earlier America are few, and will become increasingly so. The strong 
and willing youth who once elected in such large numbers to leave school and 
go to work have found that strength and youthful enthusiasm are not enough. 
They learn the hard way that anyone who expects to earn his living must 
develop some skill and that even the most basic skill development today re-
quires sound basic education. A youth must have control of words and of 
figures for almost any job. Without these attributes he cannot reasonably 
expect to advance either into higher education or into training that leads to 
a job. 11 
11 To face the future realistically, leaders of Negro youth, which means 
educators, friends, employers, community leaders -- white and non-white, 
should be completely aware of the most opportune and practical means of 
the progress. We realize that non-white youth face magnified employment 
problems, with the rate of their unemployment spiraling upwards since 1955. 
We must understand the economic reasons, and know how to explain them to 
youth.'' 
11 Thus it would seem the first and most directly applicable mandate 
facing leaders of Negro youth is the need to keep informed of the demands that 
technology is making, and will be making, of the labor force. We must keep 
informed of the pace of the muntry' s economy, know what the employment 
opportunities are, and the requirements for filling them. This guidance is of 
the rnost in1mediate importance to that group which is on the threshold of job 
seeking. 11 
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11 The base of responsibility is broadened for younger children who 
deserve a character-building climate from their earliest years in which 
they can observe and learn from observing how to be industrious, punctual, 
truthful, and thoughtful. Here the dream is born, the motivation germinated, 
and the incentive begun for taking their deserved place in American society. 11 
11 While we shoulder these responsibilities, diffuse though they may be, 
it is well to remember some facts about the world today. The economic level 
of this country has been steadily rising for a number of years. Leading 
economists seem inclined to date the emergence of the truly new developrnents 
in the labor force of the United States from the end of World War II and the 
beginning of the fifties. World markets have shifted, populations boomed un-
precedentedly, technology advanced, and while 1we have learned how to keep 
people longer on the face of the earth, we have not learned what to do with 
them. 1 This has created a bizarre picture in the America of the sixty 1 s. 
There are more jobs generally, and many jobs remain vacant for a lack of 
applicants with 1he high skills and the high educational attainments specified, 
yet unemployment remains widespread. 11 
11 0n the face of it, this would seem to be an opportune point in history 
for Negro youth to enter the labor force, stimulated further by the dramatic 
crashing of so many barriers. It will be the role of his adult counselor s to 
give him steadiness in this time by providing him with the means to develop 
those qualifications he will need to have. He must be directed to job training 
reliably geared to job opportunities. He must go to it with sound, basic 
education, with secondary schooling second to none, and with college credits 
earned from a curriculum of excellence. 11 
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11 The challenge of Negro education to the community has never been so 
great, and it is shared by the total American community. To make Negro 
youth aware of the genuine break frorn the menial pattern which has been the 
lot of his ancestors, is a large order. 11 
11 Beyond the need to have better occupational inforn1ation for Negro 
youth, there is a still more difficult task for adults. This is the matter of im-
pressing him with his personal responsibility, of the fact that he is an individual 
in his own right, and must stand on his own feet, further, that this responsi-
bility brings with it discipline and self-sacrifice, which many now can 1t 
imagine, having never experienced it. It means having long term goals and 
not immediate gratification. There is no easy road today for youth of any race. 
Each must have pride in himself and find himself. it33 
The 11 Stretch 11 Theory 
11 As John W. Gardner phrases it, 'All high (quality} performance takes 
place within a framework of expectations, especially where young people are 
concerned. 1 No expectations, no performance. What we want is a system in 
which youngsters at every level of ability are stretched to their best perform-
ance. 11 
"The 1stretch1 termonology is heard increasingly in relation to jobs. 
One of the country 1s large industrial employers and a co-signer of Plans for 
33Ibid., pp. 361-362. 
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Progress, a subcommittee of the President1s Committee on Equal Employment 
Opportunities, has made it part of its manpower development policy. That 
company calls it 'stretch' objectivetry to get a man to develop into a bigger 
individual. Don't go backwards; go forward. Think of that word 1stretch. 111 
11It will take 1stretcht thinking not only for youth, but for everyone, to 
realize the enormous number and range of career opportunities in this world, 
also that this number if increasing daily. This poses a challenge for counselors 
and educators in tempering the stretch motivation with prudence and realism, 
towards a goal that is within the individual's ability. Concurrently, if there is 
stretch thinking and stretch motivation, there must be an expansion of possi-
bilities for education and training, for cultural experiences, for everyday parti-
cipation in the affairs of human life. 11 
"To carry the 1stretch1 analogy a bit further, a glance at Department of 
Labor projections for future occupations will spotlight the fields into which youth 
could reasonably expect to find jobs. Growth is shown in each with the exception 
of the categories of 1laborers, except farm and mine, 1 and 'farmers, farm 
managers, laborers, and foremen. 1 To fully comprehend the definitions of 
occupations covered by this table, it is recommended that the Department of 
Labor 1s Occupational Outlook Handbook be used as a guide. For instance, the 
group of 'Service Workers 1 is expected to increase considerably faster than 
enployment as a whole in the 1960 1s, until it makes up 13. 8 per cent of the 
employed labor force in 197Q, compared with 12. 5 per cent in 1960, and 11 
per cent in 1950. This includes such diverse occupations as airline stewardess, 
hospital attendant, barber, cook, practical nurse, and it is reasonable to ex-
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pect there will be many opportunities for youth in this large group, provided 
they receive the necessary basic education and training. 11 34 
The Federal Government and Opportunities 
''Finally, any discussion of employment opportunities for Negro youth 
would be incomplete without mentioning the lead taken by the federal govern-
ment. This began in 1833 when the Civil Service Commission set up the basic 
principle of merit for hiring. The annual census of Negro employment in the 
Government shows new progress in the last couple of years, with many more 
recruiting visits to Negro campuses. The figures speak eloquently of success, 
with the net increase of jobs between June 1961 and June 1962 of 10,737 which 
brought the total to 293, 353 or thirteen per cent of the Government's total 
employed. The definite need for quality college education for Negroes can 
be illustrated by the following 1 ••• only seven or eight per cent who take the 
exam make a passing score. 1 This compares unfavorably with the overall 
passing rate of thirty-four per cent. 113 5 
From the foregoing one can readily recognize the many and varied 
nature of problematical experiences which have and currently plague the 
American Negro youth. As previously stated, these experiences have left 
an almost endellible scar. The final consideration, prior to a discussion of 
34Ibid., p. 363. 
35Ibid., p. 364. 
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the guidance program, centers around the psychological effects which 
the Negro 1 s experiences in this country have had upon him. An understanding 
or comprehension of these effects is vital if the counselor is to penetrate the 
invisible wall which so many of their Negro clients will have erected. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PREJUDICE AND 
DISCRIMINATION ON THE NEGRO POPULATION 
Some conclusions on the basis of the psychoanalytic interview about 
the psychological functioning of the Negro may be summarized. "The direct 
effects of discrimination on the Negro are low self-esteem and anger at the 
way he is treated. Both of these lead to fear which may be manifested in 
self-abnigation, caution, and apologetic behavior. His low self-esteem may 
be reflected in unrealistically high aspirations. It may also be manifested by 
apathy, hedonism, living for the moment, or turning to a life of crime. The 
anxiety-provoking feelings of being angry leads him to act ingratiating but 
removed, hesitant, mistrustful, and to focus on what is manifest and simple: 
he is afraid of looking into anything too closely. The anger is denied and 
there may result a cover of good humor affability, as well as irritability. 
This denial of hostility also leads to passivity and resigned acceptance, to 
not meeting problems head on. There is general diminution and constriction 
of his emotional life as a result of this denial of aggression. His suppressed 
rage may be manifested, therefore, as fear, submission, irritability, ex-
plosive discharges, ingratiation for purposes of exploitation, or even denial 
altogether and expressed as laughter. Suppresed anger, as is well-known, is 
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often re-directed towards someone other than the original instigator of the 
anger, and when the Negro directs his displaced rage against someone he 
loves, he does not express it but instead becomes depressed. 11 36 
According. to Karon, 11 These findings seem to confirm the widely 
held belief among social scientists that the most serious emotional problems 
of the Negro concern the handling of aggression. 11 37 
11 0ne of the consequences of choking back one's anger may be a com.-
plete deadening of one 1 s emotions. This seems to occur only in the rural 
sample where the Negro is most insecure, but not where he enjoys relative 
physical security of the urban southern area studied. The avoidance of 
male-male contacts is still another characteristic which showed a more 
striking increase for the rural sample than for the urban. This supports the 
notion that close contacts between men are avoided because these contacts are 
most likely to erupt in physical aggression. 11 
11It is striking that, with the exception of labile affect, all of these 
characteristics are indicators of pathology; that is, they indicate disturbed 
individuals. What this implies is that the impact of the caste sanctions on 
human beings is destructive, and the destructiveness varies with the severity 
of sanctions. 11 
11 0n the basis of this evidence we are in a position to reject the previously 
36Kardiner and Ovesey, pp. 301-307. 
37Karon, p. 172. 
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plausible arguments that (1) the Southern Negro, who lives in self-consistent 
culture, is not disturbed by the caste sanctions which become a problem only 
for the Northern Negro, who lives in an inconsistent culture; or (2) the condi-
tions under which Negroes live in the United States are at best so unpromising 
that the difference between North and South is not appreciable. 11 38 
"In the experiments reported in this book, the caste sanctions seem 
to result in no apparent problem for the Northern Negro who has lived all 
his life in the North in an inconsistent culture. 11 
"The constrast between northern and southern Negroes is striking: 
we are led to ask what it is that protects the northern Negro 1s personality. 
Perhaps the southern Negro, whose whole society tells him he is wrong even 
to resent his treatment, can never be completely sure that he isn't wrong, nor 
can he bring himself to completely accept the treatment he receives. The 
northern Negro, on the other hand, may be made to suffer, but he feels that 
those who make him suffer are wrong, and he has a right to resent it. He is 
engaged in an unequal struggle which he may never win, but he knows he is en-
gaged in a struggle which is not hopeless. Apparently being able to face the 
fact that one is being mistreated preserves a sense of personal integrity which 
in turn serves to ward off much of the destructive impact of oppressive experi-
ences. It would seem that when we face the truth, the truth really does, to a 
large extent set us free. 11 39 
38Ibid., p. 173. 
39Ibid., p. 174. 
CHAPTER VII 
GENERAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE NEGRO 
Student Inventory and Appraisal Services 
The first service of the guidance program to be discussed is the Stu-
dent Inventory and Appraisal Services. This service seeks to record for 
future reference by counselors, educational institutions and employers, perti-
nent data concerning the growth of the individual in intelligence, emotions, 
personality, physical, skills in vocations, etc. It also records genital and 
environmental factors surrounding this growth. The sources of data are as 
varied as the environment itself; they include: 
1. Home visit contributions -socio-economic position of 
family, sibling relationships, patterns of home authority 
and other less universal factors. 
2. Teacher contributions-anecdotal records of growth and 
development, achievement records in academic subjects, 
sociometric data and general observation data. 
3. Psychometric contribution-general and special aptitude, 
achievement, intelligence tests; personality, emotional 
interest and social inventories. 
4. Interview contributions-problems of a unique nature, 
growth in professed vocational interests and other data 
of less universal nature. 40 
4oWilliam F. Brazziel, Jr., "Meeting the Psychosocial Crises of 
Negro Youth Through a Coordinated Guidance Service, 11 Journal Negro Educa-
tion, XXVII (Winter, 1958}, p. 79. 
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The Information and Orientation Service 
The Information and Orientation Service seeks systematically to make 
available to each student information concerning: 
1. The school1s traditions, history and objectives. 
2. School curricula and courses. 
3. Ways and means of developing social skills. 
4. Introduction to the world of work. 
5. Introduction to opportunities for further study. 
6. Attitudinal orientation to the finer aspects of the 
heritage. 
The information is systematically made available through a variety of 
media which include: 
1. Integration in classroom instruction. 
2. Special library books where literature on occupational-
educational and personal-social information pointed 
towards the pre-adolescent and adolescent is gathered. 
3. Film, visiting resource persons drawn regularly from 
the community and classes in guidance, occupations or 
personal and social living. 
The Negro student is in special need of community information on 
technical opportunities for which he might train which heretofore remained 
closed to him. The concentration of industries in certain areas and the 
migratory tendencies of the Negro and the American people in general makes 
this service doubly important, and more difficult. 41 
41Ibid., p. 80. 
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The Counseling Service 
"The Counseling Service attempts to provide the opportunity for pro-
fessional consideration of unique and individual problems. It ranges from the 
simple giving of information to highly specialized psychotherapy. It should 
not be attempted by persons who are not trained and certified in the discipline." 
"It is the pivotal focus of the guidance services, and it behooves every 
school to avail itself of a certified counselor for each one hundred and fifty 
students. Counseling alone does not constitute a guidance service, and it is 
only when it is integrated with a complete guidance service that it becomes 
meaningful. " 
"In the area of counseling, the Negro student has unique needs. Human 
behavior is largely governed by a sense of role of self or a self-concept which 
begins with a 1mother image 1 gained by the infant at birth and modified by the 
several environmental forces as he progresses through life. An image and 
environmental heritage which reflect high esteem and integrity contribute 
heavily to the development of individuals of the same order." 
"Concepts and roles of self may be re-oriented through the learning 
experiences of the individual. The environmental heritage (previously noted) 
of the Negro student in many cases will contribute negatively to this process. 
It remains for the counseling services to suggest the experiences necessary 
for the individual to break through the seemingly impervious wall of accumu-
lated conditionings and emerge as a truly creative person. 11 42 
42 Ibid., p. 31. 
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"In this regard, 11 Rousseve says, "I would define as the principal 
task facing us today, that of liberating the young Negro American in our midst 
from the confines of a personality and cultural mold which is incongruent with 
the image most highly respected in the American social order. 11 
"Yes, I'm thinking about the language patterns and standards of dress 
and leisure time pursuits and civic-social aspirations and sexual conduct and 
manners and morals, cultural tastes, public decorum, academic achievements, 
value systems-the whole gamut of personal-social behavior which is the case of 
many Negroes seem so incongruent with our professed group goals. 11 43 
Rousseve has discovered the truth and expressed it in very candid terms. 
There is, to be sure, an unhealthy stereotype conviction held by too many Ameri-
can white people. This stereotyped concept, which is a major hurdle, is only 
reinforced when Negro students conduct themselves in the manner described by 
Rousseve. The matter of reshaping the self-image of the Negro is of paramount 
importance. To attempt to overcome these actions and attitudes, it is recom-
mended that the counselor discuss these factors with his client in a very candid 
and open manner. It is believed that from such a discussion the client would be 
aided in developing insight into the matter, and the prognosis for change im-
proved respectively. 
43Ronald J. Rousseve, "Updating Guidance and Personnel Practices, 11 
Journal Negro Education, XXI (Spring, 1962), p. 182. 
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Placement and Follow-up Services 
A final general consideration of the guidance program is the Placement 
and Follow-up Services. This service attempts through the several services 
of the school to place the individual in the next step and to follow-up the place-
ment to assure satisfaction in the situation. A variety of placement situations 
might occur, and again only a coordinated service can hope to be effective. 
Placement and follow-up universally take place in the following situations: 
1. Placement in educational program of the school through 
counseling. 
2. Making the next step in personal-social situations through 
counseling. 
3. Selecting a vocation and beginning to train for it. 
4. Placement in vocational or apprenticeship programs 
upon graduation. 
5. Placement in institutions for further study. 44 
In view of the statistics on unemployment among Negro youngsters, 
it would appear as though the placement function of the guidance service is 
one in which efforts should be considerably accelerated. 
44Brazziel, p. 83. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SPECIFIC GUIDANCE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE NEGRO 
According to Trueblood, "The content concerns of the counselor in 
the guidance of the Negro student are thirteen-fold. 11 
1. 11 0r ganize the guidance program early. 11 45 In view of the know-
ledge of the environment given earlier, it is not difficult to ascertain why 
Trueblood considers this of importance. The overwhelmingly adverse en-
vironmental factors which is the lot of so many Negro youngsters have been 
operating since birth. The degree to which a Negro youngster is able to over-
come thes will, in large measure, depend upon how soon corrective measures 
can be taken. Certainly the initiation of a guidance program at the earliest 
possible moment would be a very substantial corrective measure. As Brazziel 
points out, "While traditional guidance programs begin at the junior high school 
level, it is the firm conviction of the writer that the Negro child in order to 
overcome the hampering confines of his heritage must receive the advantages 
of guidance centered instruction as soon as possible. 11 46 
In this respect, it seems as though a fundamental need to implement the 
45n. L. Trueblood, "Role of the Counselor in the Guidance of Negro Stu-
dents, 11 Harvard Educational Review, XXX (Summer, 1960), p. 252. 
46Brazziel, p. 83. 
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theme of guidance-centered instruction would be that the teachers be guidance-
oriented and recognize their vital role in the guidance efforts for the Negro 
youngster. The various means by which guidance-centered instruction is 
achieved will, of course, vary with the individuals. However, guidance-
oriented teachers seems to be a prerequisite to any specific program. 
The ensuing discussion concerns itself with some specific suggestions 
for implementing the early guidance theme for Negro youngsters. 
In view of Brazziel and Terrell's "Experiment in the Development of 
Readiness in a Culturally Disadvantaged Group of First Grade Children11 it 
would appear as though there is definite merit in initiating guidance services 
for manw Negro youngsters just before they are preparing to enter the first 
grade. 
According to Brazziel and Terrell, 11 The purpose of this study was 
to test the hypothesis that a guidance approach to registration and school in-
duction and an intensified teacher-parent approach to the creation of reading 
and number readiness would overcome the ravages of the cultural heritage 
of a disadvantaged group of first grade children." 
11 Twenty-six Negro first grade children in the E. A. Harrold School 
of Millington, Tennessee, were used as an experimental group, and three 
first grade sections of 25, 21 and 20 children respectively were used as 
control groups. The majority of the children were from farm or part-time 
farm families. The majority could be classified as culturally disadvantaged. 
The experimental group was registered and inducted into the school under a 
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system which included the following innovations:" 
1. Participation of the teacher in the pre-school physical 
examinations of the children and the use of knowledge 
gained therefrom to plan with parents and to do class-
room planning. 
2. Two separate registration days, one each for parents 
and pupils. The parents spent the day going over the 
rhyme and reason of the readiness period, the first 
grade work and the school generally. The pupils spent 
the day in orientation and socialization. Each group 
had a special luncheon prepared and a spirit of ease 
and fellowship was achieved. 
"The parents met weekly for the six weeks of the readiness period in 
an hour or so of group work on the progress of the program plus personal 
conferences on problems. A 30-minute educational television program, 
commercially sponsored, was watched daily by the children in the homes. 
The program was of an enrichment nature consisting mainly of travelogues. 
The children were given the (finish) from book experiences of the Scott Fares-
man Readiness Series consisting of intensified activity to develop perception, 
vocabulary, word reasoning, ability and will to follow instructions. The 
children began reading exercises on the first day even though the majority 
of the group was memorizing or improvising from pictures." 
11A test on some phase of readiness was given each week. The tests 
were taken from the 1960 series of the Weekly Reader. The Readiness Check 
list of the Reader was also used. The Metropolitan Readiness Test was adminis-
tered at the end of the six weeks readiness period. At the end of seven months 
of study, the Detroit Intelligence Test was administered to the group." 
"The experimental group scored at the 50th percentile, the national 
average, on the readiness test which was given at the end of the readiness 
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period. The control group scored at the 16, 14, and 135h percentile respecively. 
The difference in readiness scores of experimental and control groups was signi-
ficant at the . 01 level of confidence. The scores of the experimental group 
approached the symmetry of the normal curve of development while the control 
group scores were skewed sharply left. 11 
11 The experimental group when compared to the four groups of the 
previous year which had been taught by the same corps of teachers showed a 
significant gain of 15 percentile points over the class taught by the experimental 
teacher and 34, 3 7 and 40 percentile points over the control groups. 1 f 
rrThe experimental group scored slightly above the national average on 
the intelligence test which was administered in the spring. Their score 
(106. 5} was 16 points above the general expectations for culturally-deprived 
children as revealed by the literature. Their score was 15 points above the 
score compiled by second grade county Negro children in the 1959 statewide 
testing program in Virginia Schoolsrr 
f1An efficacious combination consisting of a direct parent-teacher partner-
ship, permissive regimentation, test wisdom development, excellent materials 
and energetic uninhibited teaching seems to have been the main discovery of 
this study.f 147 
As noted earlier, the Negro boy, in too many instances, does not have 
a healthy male figure to emulate. The result of this situation is one of perpetua-
4 7w. B. Brazziel and M. Terrell, rrAn Experiment in the Development 
of Readiness in a Culturally Disadvantaged Group of First Grade Children, ff 
Journal Negro Education, XXXI (Winter, 1962), pp. 4-7. 
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tion and great misfortune. In addressing his remarks to this problem, 
Woronoff says that 11the problem becomes one to which the public school 
may contribute a partial solution. The lack of sound male models may be 
provided in the form of good, masculine, male teachers to whom the Negro 
boys may be exposed from the beginning of their school programs. Curricu-
lum units dealing with the differentiation of male and female roles in society 
should be developed. For example, in the first grade units centering around 
the family, explaining the roles of the mother, the father, and the children 
may be created. Discussions of how Daddy spends his day may prove helpful. 
In the later elementary grades, visits to the City Council and other civic 
enterprises where men show leadership in a community may be arranged. 11 48 
The logic to this suggestion seems quite sound, and it would not be a 
panacea, it would certainly seem to be of value. 
Further means of implementing the early guidance program are con-
tained in Rapoport 1 s description of 11Some Guidance Activities for the Elemen-
tary School. 11 Earlier, reference was made to the need for getting many 
Negro youngsters to accept values embraced by the mainstream of the Ameri-
can populace. Perhaps the following suggestions will assist in imparting 
these values to the Negro youngsters. 
11At Trumbell elementary school, we have incorporated our guidance 
program into our health studies in the upper grades. There are many basic 
48 Woronoff, p. 32. 
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texts in the guidance area, and the audio-visual department of the Chicago 
Board of Education lists many films and filmstrips which are thought-provoking 
and evoke discussions. Among these aids are 1Act Your Age,' 1Acts of 
Courtesy, 1 1 Are Manners Important? 1 'School Courtesy, 1 1School Rules: 
How They Help Us, 1 'Ways to Better Conversation, 1 'Thinking for Yourself, 1 
'Trying New Things, 1 'Leaders and Followers, 1 and 'Promises are Niade to 
Keep. 1 11 
"Another technique which can be helpful is the group guidance activity 
incorporating role-playing and socio-dramas. They can aid in effecting 
changes in social behavior. 11 49 To be sure, the list of approaches could be 
expanded. But, perhaps the foregoing will kindle some creative thinking. 
In summary, the writer is of the opinion that this recommendation 
should demand the ' 1lion 1 s 11 share of the guidance effort for the Negro young-
ster s. We learn from the psychologists that the personality structure of a 
human being is shaped and formed at a very early age. They also point out 
the tremendous problems involved in affecting significant change. The 
proverb, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" would certainly 
seem to sum up the argument for early guidance of the Negro. 
2. "Plan the guidance program, for individuals and groups, to in-
elude early opportunity to study occupations. 11 50 Amos in his work, "A 
49 A. Rapoport, "Some Guidance Activities for the Elementary School, 11 
Chicago School Journal, XLV {October, 1963}, pp. 32-33. 
5 0Trueblood, p. 253. 
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Study of the Occupational Awareness of a Selected Group of Ninth Grade Negro 
Students 11 found the following: 
(1) Girls are more aware of the occupational situation, as 
pertaining to their own race, than are boys. 
(2} Boys and girls are more aware of the opportunities for 
their race over the nation as a whole than they are for 
their local area. 
(3} That both boys and girls, as a group, have no realistic 
idea of the number of Negroes employed within an 
occupation. 51 
The unrealistic occupational perception which Amos found among Negro 
youngsters is not difficult to comprehend. The significant fact is that the 
situation be recognized and combatkd at an early time in the Negro's education. 
It would certainly seem that to educate Negro youngsters as to the "world of 
occupations 11 would be a positive step toward bringing them into the mainstream 
of American life. 
3. "Advise about occupational and educational choice on the basis of 
national trends. 11 52 In this suggestion, it seems as though Trueblood is 
cautioning us against forgetting that we should advise, direct, and encourage 
Negro students along the same path, with the same considerations, as we 
would in counseling white youngsters. Perhaps some might contend that this 
is not something that one, a counselor, need be reminded of. If this is true, 
fine! But, if it is not true, the cautionary words will be worthwhile. 
5lw. E. Amos, 11Study of the Occupational Awareness of A Selected 
Group of Ninth Grade Negro Students, 11 Journal Negro Education, XXIX (Fall, 
1960}, p. 503. 
52Trueblood, p. 254. 
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As Britts points out, "We should stop relegating them to either the 
professional heaps or the 'street corner' pile. This means forget the color 
of their skin and begin to provide a situation in which the individual can be 
stimulated (1) to evaluate himself and his opportunities, (2) to choose a 
feasible course of action, (3} to accept responsibility for his choice, and 
(4) to initiate a course of action in line with his choice. 11 53 
4. "Learn as much as possible about the cultural and social class 
background of the Negro. 11 54 This recommendation is certainly of prime 
importance. It is hoped that from the historical, cultural, economic, and 
psychological account, previously given, the reader might come closer to 
understanding the general sociological and cultural background of the Negro. 
More specifically, as previously stated, one must gather this same infor-
mation about the Negro client as an individual. The intent of the historical 
treatment of the Negro in sociological and psychological terms, was not to 
provide a pigeion hole description of the Negro client sitting in front of you. 
Rather, to equip you with the larger or broader understandings which are 
so essential in enabling you to perspectively interpret much of what you 
will observe. 
In this respect, home visitations are indispensable. According to 
Brazziel, contributions of the home visit are, 11 socio-economic position of 
family, sibling relationships, pattern of home authority and other less uni-
53M. W. Britts, "Minority Children: Forgotten Youth in Counseling," 
Clearing House, XXXVIII (May, 1964), p. 548. 
54Trueblood, p. 254. 
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versal factors. ,,55 
5. "Learn about the effect of discrimination and segregation on the 
personality development of the Negro student." 56 To say that segregation 
and discrimination have not had a noticeable affect on the Negro population 
would be quite naive. To attempt to help a youngster strengthen his personality, 
without fully recognizing these effects which segregation and discrimination 
have had, would be equally naive. To comprehend the psychological effects 
previously mentioned should greatly assist the counselor in his efforts with 
the Negro youngsters he will counsel. 
As B. Dai points out, "Understanding that being a Negro in the Ameri-
can society is apt to color practically every act and thought of the Negro child 
is instrumental in grasping the meaning of the Negro against himself. rr57 
6. ''Recognize that the Negro student is apt to be deficient in reading 
tools. 11 58 Here, it seems as though Trueblood is simply saying that the 
counselor should be alert to the possibility of a reading deficiency before 
making a final judgment about the capacity of the Negro client. A remedial 
reading program would be of value in any school's program, but it is an even 
more vital service for a larger percentage of Negro youngsters. 
55Brazziel, p. 75. 
56Trueblood, p. 255. 
57B. Dai, "Some Problems of Personality Development Among Negro 
Children, 11 Personality in Nature, Society, and Culture {New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf Company, 1953), pp. 545-546. 
58Trueblood, p. 256. 
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7. "Remember the important role of the parent of the Negro in 
the motivational factors related to the desire for additional educational and 
vocational success. 11 5 9 In an article entitled, ''Working at Improving the 
Motivational and Achievement Levels of the Deprived, 11 Harrison relates some 
observations of the Louisianna Educational Association in attempting to formu-
late remedial action. 
1. Achievement motivation is a function of cultural 
experience. 
a. Children tend to possess high achievement motives 
if their parents encourage independence, competition 
with standards of excellence, and the development of 
self- confidence. 
b. Children tend to possess low achievement motivation if 
their parents are over -solicitous or make all the major 
decisions. 
c. Unsatisfactory interpersonal family relations are 
associated with low aspirational levels. 
2. Associated with motivation and achievement is the self-
image. A student who does not possess high regard for 
himself and his possibilities is not likely to strive for 
high achievement. It is essential that the student feel 
that he is worthwhile. 
3. Involving parents as partners in the educational process 
contributes to the foremost efforts of the school to raise 
the performance level of students in school. 
To a great extent the school constitutes a strange and un-
familiar world for many parents of the culturally deprived. 
They need to understand the goals and program of the school 
and the parents 1 roles in helping students to learn. 
59Ibid., p. 254. 
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The school can make little headway with the child if his home is 
reinforcing inappropriate attitudes and habits. Consequently, the school 
must find ways to overcome parental hostility toward education and must 
help parents to support the school's efforts. To deal with this problem, the 
following suggestions were formulated: 
1. Help parents to understand the goals and programs of 
the school at the general school level and at the grade 
level of their boy or girl in the school. 
2. Help parents to understand their roles in helping stu-
dents to learn. 
3. Encourage parents to manifest interest in the progress 
of their children by providing opportunities for them to 
observe demonstrations, exhibits, class activities in 
which their children are participating and by acquainting 
them with the kind of learning experiences that are being 
provided for their children. 
4. Provide opportunities for parents and children to share 
significant school experiences. Whenever there is a 
symphony orchestra scheduled for the students, en-
courage the parents to accompany their children to the 
musical. Whenever there is a speaker scheduled to 
discuss a topic in science, mathematics, English or 
social science, urge the parents to be present. 
5. Sponsor Parent-Teacher Workshops. The workshops 
could be centered on the importance of homework; 
student conduct and discipline in the home and school; 
what the parents can do to encourage the student; know-
ing the program of the school, its goals, facilities, 
grading system, teaching techniques and school regula-
tions. 
6. Organize grade-mother or room-mother groups. 
7. Sponsor conferences for the new parents. 60 
60E. C. Harrison, "Working at Improving the Motivational and 
Achievement Levels of the Deprived," Journal Ne~ro Education, XXXII 
(Summer, 1963}, pp. 303-304. 
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While in the home the counselor should try to get answers to the 
following questions: "What are the attitudes of the parents toward their 
children? What are the attitudes of the parents toward learning? What 
are the attitudes of parents regarding their roles in helping children to 
learn? What are the expectations of the parents regarding the achievement 
of their children in school? 11 61 
8. "Counsel with the Negro in good faith concerning his educational 
and vocational opportunities. 11 62 This recommendation seems self-explanatory 
and needs no particular embellishment. It might be worthwhile, at this point, 
to simply remind the counselor that the counselor should be aware of his own 
bias, prejudice, or pre-conceived notions that he might have. Failure to 
recognize and correct these factors will certainly inhibit the counseling pro-
ces s. 
9. "Use test data with caution. 1163 It is axiomatic in guidance that 
all test data must be tempered with the judgment of trained individuals who 
have observed the client in question. This sage advice is perhaps even more 
appropriate in viewing and interpreting the test data gathered on Negro young-
ster s. Reading deficiency, low motivation, poor verbal skills, cultural 
poverty and the many other unfortunate outgrowths of the Negroes life in 
this country have been previously discussed or intimated. Here, it is sufficient 
61 Ibid. 
67 ~Trueblood, p. 258. 
63Ibid., p. 259. 
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to say that the counselor should not lose cognizance of these factors and 
their relationship to interpreting test data. To do otherwise could have 
very serious and unfortunate results. Remember that too many Negro young-
sters are not typical in the sense of the norms on which test data is interpreted. 
The earlier reference to the experiment related by Brazziel and Terrell should 
illustrate the limitations of tests for measuring "innate potential. 11 
10. "Use a variety of data in attempting to identify the capabilities 
of the Negro student, i.e., performance, aptitude, family occupational and 
educational background. n6 4 This recommendation has been previously 
alluded to. It seems as though that which should be underscored is the recom-
mendation regarding family occupational and educational background. Certain-
ly this is paramount to interpret what you observe as well as a vital considera-
tion in therapy. 
11. "Learn about financial aid available for continuing education be-
yond high school." 6 5 With the comparatively low economic status of the 
Negro being what it is, it is vital that the counselor be familiar with the 
financial aid programs available. Financial limitations represent no small 
problem to the average Negro youngster. Therefore, do not overlook the 
monetary realities of life, among which is that education and training beyond 
high school, recognized as very important, is quite often rather expensive. 
64Ibid., p. 260. 
65Ibid., p. 261. 
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12. "Study talent search programs-components, steps, minimum 
essentials. 11 66 Among the many talent search programs are those designed 
to locate talent among minority groups. The counselor would do well to learn 
what such programs are. 
13. "Utilize community resources to help in the guidance of Negro 
students. 11 67 In this respect Novak observes, "It is imperative that the 
counselor integrate his services with theEf:forts tendered by community agencies. 
Services offered by the community should be conscientiously utilized. This 
coordination is necessary since some of the most fundamental and meaningful 
'therapy' is confected by neighborhood forces. The counselor must not sit 
across the desk and play 'God. 1 11 68 
In concluding his remarks about guidance for the Negro Trueblood 
observes, "It is these content concerns as well as to his processes or techni-
ques that the counselor must turn in his effort to excel in the guidance of the 
Negro student. 11 
'Wolfe aptly summarizes the concern which should be the counselor 's 
as he ponders his role in the guidance of the Negro student, 'The brains of 
its citizens constitutes a nation's greatest asset. From the minds of men will 
come future scientific discoveries, future works of art and literature, future 
advances in statesmanship, technology and social organization, in short, all 
future progress. Since there can be no argument over this proposition, the 
66Ibid., p. 262. 
67Ibid., p. 263. 
68n. Novak, "Counseling Culturally Disadvantaged Requires Special 
Understanding," Chicago School Journal, XLV (May, 1964), p. 369. 
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practical problem becomes one of devising the best means of nuturing the 
talent which exists in the population. A nation which has had the ingenuity 
to conquer the air, to eradicate age-old diseases, to send radio messages 
around the world, to achieve a higher standard of living than has ever been 
seen elsewhere in the world can surely overcome the barriers of doubt, 
of unequal opportunity, of financial handicap, and of inadequate motivation 
and education which interfere with the fullest development of the industrial, 
educational, intellectual, and moral leadership which our kind of society 
increasingly requires. 1 11 69 
In response to Trueblood 1 s article are a few points by Phillips which 
serve to enlarge what has been said about counseling the Negro. 
(1) The article ignores research on the Negro which 
establishes the Caucasian' s inability to penetrate 
barriers which the Negro has erected for his sur-
vival. 
(2) The article ignores the findings of 'social distance' 
research which shows that the Caucasian has a pre-
conceived mental picture of the Negro which may 
prohibit a neutral counseling session, or which may 
interfere with the counselor 1s execution of his 
skills. ?O 
In another writing, Phillips observed that: 
The counselors (white counselors} determined that 
their inability to establish rapport was based on the following: 
(1) The white counselor 1s lack of knowledge of the Negro's 
sociological and psychological pattern of behavior 
69Trueblood, p. 264. 
70w. B. Phillips, "Role of the Counselor in the Guidance of Negro 
Students; Reply to D. L. Trueblood, 11 Harvard Educational Review, XXXI 
(Summer, 1961), p. 324. 
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(2) The white counselor 1s stereotyped conception of the 
Negro. (Authenticated by social distance scales} 
(3) The Negro 1 s distrust of the white which is based on 
experiences which would not allow him to completely 
express himself. 
The Negro, being aware of his negative position in 
society, and knowing of past and present hostilities directed 
toward him, finds it difficult to express himself freely. 
The white counselor should strengthen his weaknesses 
in these areas by directing his attention toward his prejudices 
through extensive self-analysis, and the sociology of the Negro 
Both parties should enter the counseling sessions with attention 
directed toward neutralizing the area before rapport is attempted 
to be created. 71 
In substance, Phillips' observations say, "Know the Negro, know your-
self." His counsel seems sound and should be observed by the counselor. 
In conclusion, Trueblood 1s comment seems appropriate: "The 
counselor has an important role to play in the 'fullest development of the 
industrial, educational, intellectual, and moral leadership which our society 
increasingly requires. 1 It is a role which requires that he be the most 
effective guidance worker possible for all youth, including the Negro. 11 72 
71W. B. Phillips, "Counseling Negro Pupils: An Educational Dilemma, 11 
Journal Negro Education, XXIX {Fall, 1960), p. 507. 
72 Trueblood, p. 265. 
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